Award-winning businesswoman and world-class athlete Elizabeth George is a relationship compatibility
expert specializing in fixing relationship problems before they occur.
Developing Relationship and Marriage Compatibility: Elizabeth has facilitated hundreds of interactive
groups on pre-marital success, marital compatibility, communication, and conflict resolution. Elizabeth
George, MA, CSP™ and her husband Darren George, Ph.D. have found that more than anything else,
people are hungry for loving, stable relationships. Their research shows that unfortunately, our culture
has lost sight of what makes a great marriage and misunderstands how unreliable the emotion of love
can be. Together they created The Compatibility Code, an impeccably researched process that helps
audiences build forever love, relationship and marriage compatibility.
Improving Business Relationships: Elizabeth focuses on assisting clients to understand the power of
relationships to impact productivity and performance, beginning with the hiring process, through
personnel issues, employee retention, and extending to methods for supporting the off-work relationships
of employees.
Elizabeth has a wide breadth of experience in human resource development, team engagement,
customer experience, process consulting, and corporate change initiatives. She has worked with the U.S.
Small Business Administration, state and national economic development organizations, and taught as a
university professor in both the U.S. and Canada. Elizabeth ran a bed & breakfast featured in Southern
Living and consulted as a specialist in tourism operations and marketing. She has a master’s degree in
Human Resource Management, received certification as a Christian lay counselor, competed for five
years with the U.S. International Shooting Team, and was World Champion in Crossbow.
Elizabeth, and her husband Darren, are co-authors of the award-winning book, The Compatibility Code,
An Intelligent Woman’s Guide to Dating and Marriage. This easy to follow partner selection code helps
women reduce the risk in dating, increase their confidence in finding the right person, and equip them
with tools to improve their choice in order to find a love that will last a lifetime.
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Certified Speaking Professional™
Certified Virtual Presenter
Top 40 Business Executive Under the Age of 40
CEO, Compatibility Solutions LLC, a relationship building company
Employee engagement and customer service facilitator
University professor, Master’s degree in Human Resource Management
Christian lay counselor
World Champion in Crossbow

